Email motions to chair@cusu.cam.ac.uk by 12 noon on the Tuesday before Council.

**Motion to** [e.g. Support Fair and Equal Pay/Provide Tutor Training - just describe what it is you want]

Proposed by: [any student can propose and second a motion, you don’t have to be an elected officer. You’ll be asked to make a short speech on your motion at council and to answer any questions]

Seconded by: [the motion has to have a seconder! If you don’t have one, get in touch with sabbs@cusu.cam.ac.uk and one of the sabbatical officers can second it!]

**CUSU Notes:**

[put in here in numbered points the basic outline of what it is you want CUSU to take a stance on - this is for facts and figures! - or an outline of the events surrounding this motion e.g:

1. X percent of students suffer from X problem (and cite your sources!)
2. Cambridge University have X stance on the issue/have carried out X on the issue
3. [some more details about the causes of you bringing this motion to council, but presented in a ‘neutral’, ‘factual’ way]

**CUSU Believes:**

[this is where you explain why it is specifically important and state what you think CUSU should say we believe on the issue - this is where your opinions/politics come in! Also can link it to broader goals e.g. antiracism/supporting survivors/campaigning on divestment etc - e.g:

1. All students should be supported in their time at Cambridge, no matter their race, sexuality etc.
2. X issue is having X negative impact on our University community
3. Y solution [that you will put in CUSU Resolves] will alleviate X issue in these ways...]

**CUSU Resolves:**

[here you just write what you want out of CUSU - e.g:

1. To campaign for X cause by:
   a. Producing and distributing promotional materials to colleges and across the University;
   b. Lobbying the University to take X stance;
   c. Posting a statement on this issue from the official CUSU channels;
   d. Providing X amount of Council Free Budget to support this campaign in X way

There could be more than one thing you want CUSU to do, or more than one outcome which you want to be prepared for - this section can be more than one bullet point! Avoid targeting it at
specific sabbs (unless essential) because these motions (if passed!) will be allocated to members of the CUSU Executive every week]